essentially the same, for in the majority of autopsy cases etiology is equivocal and pathogenic analysis from the anatomical aspects at the final or advanced stages of the disease can hardly be more than a conjecture. Classifications which were originally intended to imply pathogenic differences, for example the well-known classification of portal and postnecrotic cirrhosis, failed to sustain pathogenic meanings in their practical application. The majority of pathologists finds them selves to be forced to resume purely anatomical viewpoints and to apply the terms to characterize certain anatomically defined types of liver cirrhosis without pathogenic implications. Classifications of liver cirrhosis depend mainly on quantitative differences in anatomical findings, and the sizes of nodules and quantity of interstitial tissues play important parts almost in every classification hitherto proposed. A classification in its strict sense means to divide individuals according to a certain qualitative difference. An individual must have a certain attribute or not . A classification is possible when a distinct qualitative indicator is present . A quantity can likewise be used as an indicator when it is discontinuous in character such as the natural number. In both cases, classifications are always possible and proceed automatically, if only suitable indicators are selected . However, when a continuous quantity should be introduced as an indicator into a classifica tion, it must fulfill the following requirement . The frequency distribution of individuals in reference to the employed quantity must be separated into two or more well-defined parts with independent peaks . In such a case, it is concluded that the individuals originate from at least two different populations , and a classification becomes possible with this quantity as the indicator . The possibility and effectiveness of a classification is dependent on the grade of segregation of groups. The larger the distance between the peaks and the less the overlapping of the groups are in the histogram of frequency distribution , the more effective is the classification. On the contrary, when the separation of peaks is not clearly demonstrated and the frequency distribution indicates the presence of a single population, an attempt to "classify" the individuals has no meaning whatever, even if two individuals from extreme parts of the distribution may have quite different appearances. With such a sample , the constituent individuals can only be divided into classes or groups according to arbitrarily arranged intervals of the quantity. It is easily comprehended, that some preliminary investigations should precede an attempt of classification of liver cirrhosis to examine the possibility of such a procedure on anatomical basis. The investigations must comprise a reliable estimation of the size of cirrhotic nodules .
In spite of the requirement, there are surprisingly few works dealing with the problem. In this respect it is noteworthy that Meister et al3) r ecently reported; that it was impossible for them to draw a clear bord er-line to postnec rotic cirrhosis on the basis of their histometrical results . However, their histo-metrical procedures to estimate the sizes of nodules by direct measurements on histological slides require further mathematical examinations. Cirrhotic livers must be regarded to consist of nodules extremely divergent in size and randomly distributed in a space. For a correct estimation of nodule size, a randomized sample of nodules must be taken out of the liver. It is evident that the sampling of such a nodule group by a plane, as it is the case in usual histological examina tions, does not deliver a sample of the required character, because large nodules are more frequently hit by the plane than small ones. To obtain a randomized nodule sample, a certain volume out of the liver sufficiently large in comparison to individual nodules must be taken and all the nodules included in the volume must be evaluated. The conventional way to satisfy the requirement is a reconstruction by means of serial histological sections. Every pathologist who has experiences in this procedure will easily understand, how time consuming and laborious it would be, to fill up a space including nodules which often surpass 1 em in diameter by means of serial histological sections.
At least several months will be necessary to finish a single case, and it is practically impossible to elaborate a sufficiently large number of cases for an effective statistical treatment. Because of the difficulty no reliable estimate on the size of nodules in cirrhotic liver is hither to known, although it is referred to almost in every anatomical classification of liver cirrhosis.
In 1962, Weibel and Gomez5) reported a histometrical method, with which they estimated the number and size of geometrically definable three-dimensional bodies randomly distributed in a space, employing a small number of random histological sections. Their principles are most effectively applied on such objects as pulmonary alveoli where standard deviations of their sizes are relatively small. For the estimation of nodules in cirrhotic liver, where variations of the sizes of individual nodules are expected to be extremely large, some adjustments of the method are required. The histometrical methods in the present report are in their principles essentially the -same as in the investigation of Weibel and Gomez. The difference consists mainly in mathematical derivations to comprise the estimation of standard deviation in the size of nodules. The histometrical procedure in the present report usually requires less than an hour for satisfactory estimation of the size of nodules of an autopsy case with liver cirrhosis, when an electron computer is available. 1) The shapes of nodules must be such , that a straight line of any direc tion intersects a nodule only once , or only a single linear intercept is generated from a straight line of any direction intersecting a sin gle nodule.2) Th e shapes of nodules must sufficiently approximate some geometri cally definable three-dimensional bodies . This is a condition generally required for the estimation of the size of a three -dimensional body with a n on-threedi mensional quantity , for example with length, and it is not postulated for the introduction of a special mathematical treatment . When the size of the body is to be estimated in the dimension of volume , this condition is omitted.
3) The frequency distribution of the estimate in the dimension of length for the size of nodules must sufficiently approximate the normal distribution without transformation or after some adequate transformation. This is necessary to introduce the concept of the mean and the standard deviation into the estimation.
4) The nodules must be randomly distributed in the space in reference to their sizes. The density of nodules must be uniform in a space sufficiently large in comparison to nodules. Routine histological sections of cirrhotic livers of any staining which ensures clear distinction of interstitial tissue and liver cells are to be used. It is of course desirable to select tissue slices adequate to represent the general aspects of individual cirrhotic livers. On the cover slip of a histological slide a number of straight lines parallel to one another are drawn with ink. The distance of the lines must be so adjusted that any nodule in histological section is intersected by only one of the lines. Under low mangification of a microscope equipped with an ocular micrometer of the type of Fig. 8 , one of the lines on the cover slip is brought Further it is possible under the identical conditions to estimate the total surface area of nodules in an unit volume of the liver. As the method is already discussed by a number of investigators, the description is confined to a minimum extent in the present report.
Suppose a square with sides of L in length on a histological slide. Now, we suppose a cube with edges of L in length . The total surface area SL generated by the boundaries of nodules is:
and the total surface area S0 of nodules in an unit volume is:
From V0 and S0 the mean thickness D of septal connective tissues ca n be estimated. This corresponds to the thickness of connective tissue septa , when the t otal internodular volume in an unit volume of the liver is uniformly extended between two planes of S0/2 in area . Consequently, D is given by:
If the shapes of nodules are such that a straight line of a ny direction interesects with a nodule only once, C is equal to 2N, N being the number of sampled nodules. In this case : items in the classification. Any attempt of anatomical classification with or without pathogenic implications does not seem appropriate nor successful, inasmuch as the major morphological indicators which can be used in an attempt of classifica tion are all not only quantitative in character, but are completely devoid of discontinuity, the indispensable prerequisite to a classification of any form. It would be better to characterize each cirrhotic liver with available quantitative estimates continuous in nature in regard to its anatomical features. The correla tion of the estimates to other data, etiological, pathogenic, symptomatological or prognostic, will elucidate the biological significance of structural changes of the liver in more unbiased and accurate forms than in the present state. The development of simple methods to estimate necessary quantities dispenses with unfruitful attempts of anatomical "classification" of liver cirrhosis. Lion would so seriously encumber steady intralobular blood flow, that structural constancy and stability of the liver could not be maintained any more. There must be some terminal circulatory unit of the liver which determines at the same time the minimum size of liver cell groups, under which permanent existence of liver cells is not warranted. The terminal circulatory unit will not be much different from a normal hepatic lobule, and liver cell groups smaller than that are regarded to be destined to destruction sooner or later. It is obvious that a liver consisting to the major part of such small nodules is incompatible with the life of the patient over months. In such a case, the liver cannot attain a more or less stationary condition and does not fall into the state of liver cirrhosis. However, when the standard deviation of nodules is large enough, it means that a considerable number of nodules over 400,u in radius can be present in the liver, CONCLUSIONS 1) Cirrhotic nodules were assumed to be a mixture of ellipsoids of different sizes and eccentricities, and mathematical derivations were discussed to estimate the mean and standard deviation of nodule sizes with only a small number of random histological sections. Linear intercepts delivered by intersection of straight lines drawn on the histological slides with nodule sections were successively deter mined. On the assumption of logarithmic normal distribution of nodule sizes theoretical distribution of intercepts was given by: The value of D is practically equal to that in Case 51, although the two figures give quite different impressions. This is because the total surface area of nodules in an unit volume is nearly 2 times larger in this case than in Case 51, and extremely thin internodular septaa are apt to escape attention in cursory histo logical examinations.
The quantity of interstitial tissue is evidently larger in Case 54. 
